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Newton's First Law
whv?
AII motion on earth, and throughout the universe can be explained using Isaac Newton's
three laws of motion. They can be used to aJ describe the interactions and resulting forces
between objects and b) predict the motion of objects. Forces and motion are an integral
factor in our lives from transportation safety to sports to simply walking down the street
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41. Draw force vectors (arrows) for the two forces depicted in the picture.

42. What is the net force? F= N , +ZZñ + -23N= øN

43. What kind of force is this? Circle one.

^A4. Is there a change in motion? 00 If so , in what direction? (A f fet f)
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81. Draw force vectors (arrows) for the two forces depicted in the picture

82. What is the net force? toNl ¿t= 20Nf -/0Ñ= l0N\

83. What kind of force is this? Circle one. balanced unbalanced

84. Is there a change in motion? , in what direction? frWrt
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85. Based on Part A and B, what kind of force is required to create a change in motion?

balanced

Circle one balanced unbalanced
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Examine the following comic. Fill in the blanks with the appropriate scientific terms used to
describe motion and forces. A young Albert Einstein places a soccer ball on a brick wall.

This comic can be read in full at:

http : / /Pixton.com/ic: RKERH D3D
Created bv DraeonRider324

C1. What was required to set the ball in motion?

C2. In scientific terms, a push is an example of a

C3, What was the initial velocity of the ball? ø m/s

C4. Was the velocity after the push greater than 0 m/s?

C5. Did the ball accelerate as a result of the push?
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D1. Does tle case of our soccer ball sitting on the wall follow Newton's first law?

D2. After young Einstein pushed the ball, it was set in motion. According to Newton's first
law, the ball should continue to move (stay in motion) till an unbalanced force acts on it.
You know from experience, that a soccer ball eventually comes to rest. Is an unbalanced
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Newton's First Law
Newton's first law states that an obiect at rest tends to stay at rest
and an obiect in motion tends to stay in motion with the same
speed and in the same direction unless acted upon by an
unbalanced force.

Another way to state this is to say that if the net forces acting on an object are
zero, then an object will continue to do what it was doing (have the same
motion). If the net force is greater than zero, then an objects motion will
change.

For example, when you are standing the force of gravity is balanced by the
force ofthe floor holding you up.
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force acting upon the soccer ball?
No
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D3. What direction is the ball moving in? Circle one. left

D4. What is the wall made of.r britK
D5. Does the ball and the wall? If so, which direction?

tu
D6. Since to a stop, what does that mean about the acceleration of the
ball? Circle one.

The ball has positive acceleration (it speeds upJ,
e ball has negative acceleration (it slows down)

D7. Since the ball slowly comes to a stop, what does that mean about the net force on the

friction exist between

he tef I
the ball slowly comes

ball as it rolls?
The net force is CL((AJ't Aot and acts in the

(increasine or de&easingl
¿ Ir,f r direction.
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An object at rest tends to stay ÁL rur and an object in motion tends to
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DB. Fill in the blanks for Newton's first law here:
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unless acted upon by an rce.

D9. Explain why the ball eventually comes to a stop. Use complete, grammatically correct
sentences. Include and underline the words: motion, force, unbalanced, friction, direction
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HERE, THE BALL EVENTUALLY STOPS

ROLLING BECAUSE AN UNBALANCED

I5 APPLIED
FORCE, CALLED futrhon-
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